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Background: Hypertension is one of the main drivers of the heart failure epidemic. This study profiled the biochemical natural history of 
hypertension across different stages of the hypertensive heart disease spectrum and also examined whether a particular fibro-inflammatory profile in 
patients with asymptomatic hypertension could identify those at higher risk of evolution to heart failure.
Methods: This was a cross-sectional observational study involving a population of 275 stable hypertensive patients divided into two different 
cohorts: Group 1: Diastolic Heart Failure [n=181]; Group 2: Asymptomatic Hypertension [n=94]. Asymptomatic patients were subdivided by left atrial 
volume index ≥34mls/m2 [n=30] and <34mls/m2 [n=64]. Study assays involved markers of inflammation [IL6, MCP1, IL8, TNFalpha], markers of 
collagen 1&3 metabolism [P1CP, P1NP, P3NP, C1TP], markers of extra-cellular matrix turnover [MMP2, MMP9, TIMP1] and the natriuretic peptide, 
BNP. Data were adjusted for age, sex, systolic blood pressure and creatinine.
Results: The presence of heart failure was associated with significantly higher levels of inflammatory markers (IL6, p<0.001; MCP1, p=0.028; IL8, 
p<0.001). Increased levels of collagen3 were also observed in heart failure patients (P3NP, p<0.001) with no increased concentration of collagen1 
(P1CP, p=NS; P1NP, p=NS) despite evidence of heightened turnover of this protein (C1TP, p<0.001). Within an asymptomatic hypertensive population, 
we demonstrated that increased levels of MMP9 and reduced levels of TIMP1 identified patients with significant abnormalities in left atrial volume 
index (p=0.041, p=0.007 respectively).
Conclusions: These data define varying fibro-inflammatory profiles throughout the natural history of . In particular, the observations on MMP9 
and TIMP1 may help identify a subgroup of patients with hypertension at high risk for progressive hypertensive heart disease and thereby facilitate 
focused preventative strategies.
